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Few know that we are in the midst of a secret, massive war. The good news is that we are most
likely the cause of it. Let me explain.
Around two years ago, I published an article, “The Jericho Moment — Crumbling the Walls of
Our Prison Planet.” Detailed in the article were instructions on how to create a Harmonic Grid
from sacred scalar tones, based on the very same sacred solfeggio tones which brought down
the walls of Jericho some 3,500 years ago. This grid was constructed by participants around
the world, and its intent was to bring an end to the institutions and the consciousness that has
made our world a prison planet. I’m here to tell you that it worked. Look around you at the
chaos of the past and present. Now it’s time to take the next step.
THE SECRET WAR
Like the Battle of Jericho, the Harmonic Grid of the “The Jericho Moment” could be seen as a
battle, this time between harmony and divisiveness. The Harmonic Grid, based on scientific
principles of resonance, sundered disharmonious institutional programs meant to enslave
humanity through programs and programming of fear, disempowerment, lack, and limitedness.
These walls of human enslavement can be described as 5 barriers to personal freedom: (1)
human traﬃcking, (2) drug traﬃcking, (3) debt enslavement (economic), (4) bio-warfare
(including pharmaceutical addiction), and (5) media propaganda (control of hearts and minds).
Even though many may feel that this current war is not a secret, the truth is that the massive
magnitude of this war is a secret to most. How many know that a global economic revolution
has erupted with the merging of the FED into the Department of Treasury (nationalization by
another name)? How many are aware of the intelligence leaks regarding the release of
thousands and thousands of caged children found in underground structures (adrenochrome
harvesting)? How many have heard of the shutdown of drug supply arterials via land, sea, and
air, and the arrest of drug kingpins? How many are aware that bioweapons were outlawed in
the United States, only to have their development quietly moved elsewhere? And now
exposed. Of the 5 barriers to personal freedom, 4 have crumbled with the 5th close behind.
There is no denying that this modern-day covert, virtual war is oriented in 3D dualism. And
continues to ensue using fire against fire. But another phenomenon has arisen from the smoke
and ashes of these 5 crumbling walls. Unlike the legendary Phoenix, this phenomenon is based
on the counterpart to fire, which is light. Humanity is being asked first to observe this light. For
the latest science has now proven that the Observer does not just alter reality, the Observer
has the ability to create reality.

On April 4, 2020 (the 444 Global Event), millions of people around our planet participated in a
coherent meditation to bring a new timeline forward that would best serve our planet, in
response to the coronavirus panic. That timeline is making itself known. It’s time to take a look
at the new reality that we are in the process of co-creating as the 5 walls continue to fall into
utter ruin.
THE WAR WITHIN US
Long have I been known for my books and writings on the angelic realms. But over the
decades I’ve been quite reticent to tell my personal story for being a scribe of the angels.
That’s because since childhood, if not before, I have long had a personal war with these
beings. Not a war of good-versus-evil but a war of suﬀering-versus-saving. Early in my life I
became aware that angels have a disturbing ability to simply watch us, observe us … even
while we suﬀer — which seemed like an unresolved contradiction to me. Life became
unfathomable for me as I watched man’s inhumanity toward man. But frankly, I felt it even more
intolerable for these angelics not intervening. Especially since, at times, they clearly displayed
the ability to do so. Only in my later years did I come to understand that my war was not with
them. It was with myself.
Now, at this greatest moment in human history, all should face this same conclusion: that all
wars are nothing more than a reflection of the wars within ourselves. As the 5 walls turn to
ashes we have an opportunity not only to pound our swords into plowshares, we have the
opportunity to transform rubble and smoke into a New City. Something far exceeding Jericho.
But to do this we must make a decision by working with the angelic realms. Together we have
the ability, if not the mandate, to unite Heaven and Earth in this eﬀort.
Is it odd for me to admit that I have had this ongoing war across lifetimes with the angels and
then suggest that we move into unity with them? Haven’t we better things to do? Like pay the
rent, chop wood, carry water? Perhaps. But I’m more specifically suggesting that all of us,
while acting like prisoners in our own homes at this time, move into self-examination in order to
transform the wars within into self-harmony.
In my case, I found a surprising source (The Book of the Law of One) detailing how the
principles of the angelic realms correspond directly to levels of personal advancement,
personal enlightenment, and personal journey through a phenomenon called “compassionatewisdom.” I won’t try to put in a few sentences what took me lifetimes to realize. I will only say
that compassionate-wisdom is the ruling force in the worlds of angels and the ultimate tool for
humanity to move beyond suﬀering. This term has little to do with compassion-based wisdom
or wisdom-based compassion. Succinctly stated, it is the paramount guiding force inherited
with free will. In like manner, this term oﬀers the ultimate respect to free will, not unlike Star
Trek’s “prime directive.” Do not sacrifice another’s journey into wisdom if your compassion gets
in the way of that person’s journey. If your suﬀering is teaching you a lesson and I come along
in the name of compassion and take your suﬀering away without thought, you lose the lesson.
You lose the experience. You lose the opportunity of experience-becoming-wisdom.
So, yes, let’s move into self-examination at this time, and transform our suﬀering into wisdom
… and end our era of self-imprisonment.
THE ANGELIC GRID

Never in my life have I had three angels visit at the same time. Until recently. Let me be clear
about this: I am not a fan of angelic visits. That’s because a visit from them inevitably means
hard work ahead. Which tells you also that I’m not a fan of hard work. Yes, I’ve written volumes
about angels visiting others. And, yes, I’ve had a number of visits myself over the decades, the
first being the most traumatic (Indigo Rising). But never three at the same time.
My first reaction to their visit was, “Oh, no. What have I done now?” Or more accurately, “not
done.” I’m not blessed with clairaudience. So I rarely can hear them when they visit. It’s like
playing blind-man’s-bluﬀ when they start oﬀering information. Whenever there is a visit, my first
task is to discover who is showing up, since I don’t normally hear them. It’s paramount to know
the name of any being showing up in your bedroom at an ungodly hour of night. If a being will
not oﬀer you it’s name, then you should have nothing to do with that being. In Christian
Scripture the first power that God gives Adam is to name the beasts. Naming is a very
important power for humanity. Anything that has a name is subject to the free will of humanity.
For this is a karma-based planet where free will must be honored. Or so it would seem. So
having a name means you have power over the named. A good kind of power that protects you
from having your free will messed with. That’s why I always make sure I have the name of
anything visiting me. Even if its a bill collector.
Because of my limitations, I normally get the name of an angel by first feeling the vibration of
that angel. Not unlike sitting in a concert and feeling the vibration of your favorite instrument.
Or feeling the voice of your favorite rock star. Once I have the vibration, I then go through
names in my head and see if the vibration of the name matches the vibration of the visitor.
Not that it matters, but the three angels were as follows: (1) Bahram … an angel from Persian
tradition, whose name means “First Angel,” not unlike the Egyptian term “First People.” (2)
Leuviah … the angelic Guardian of the Sacred Library of Knowledge. The third angel’s name is
completely unpronounceable; so let’s just call it “Mystery.”
The trick was finding out why they were taking up their busy night keeping me from my sleep.
After days of wrestling with the symbols and the few words I heard, it was clear that they
wanted me to construct an Angelic Grid in place of the two-year-old Harmonic Grid that had
taken down the walls of the prison planet. The dualistic “battle” paradigm needed to be
transformed into a paradigm of unity. And that unity had to start with myself. See what I mean
about hard work having to be done?
It was Mystery who showed me what would happen with the building of the Angelic Grid.
That these tones would operate in the same fashion as the tones of the Harmonic Grid, which
means they had to be broadcast from spots around the planet. In the “Jericho Moment” I gave
great detail how anyone could help build this grid. So those of you who helped build the
Harmonic Grid have little work to do. Just download the new tones from HERE and put them in
your mp3 players, or computers, or tablets, or smartphones, and play them through the
antenna mechanism described HERE.
For those of you who have no idea what the Harmonic Grid was, here are the INSTRUCTIONS
for the Angelic Grid if you’d like to help build it using the same devices. Those of you who are
not mechanically blessed, you may purchase the Tesla caduceus coil (antenna) with the scalar
converter wire HERE.
The information from Leuviah is that the Angelic Grid, unlike the Harmonic Grid, does not have
to have a specific number of broadcasting spots to work. So no pressure. Leuviah also gave
me the new tones. That leaves Bahram, who told me I had to transform the war within myself
before I wrote this article. This task was extremely diﬃcult for me. So please understand that I

get what a huge favor I’m asking you by passing that request on. Any of us who is able to
transform our wars-within will in turn foment tremendous benevolent change around us.
To speed this transformation along, please feel free to join the Angelic Grid by downloading
THESE tones. Then upload the tones into your player devices which then should attach to any
Tesla-like coil/antenna for broadcasting on the grid. Click HERE for instructions.
CONCLUSION
From the time of Solomon we have heard it said, “There is a time to tear down and a time to
build up.” We have done well in helping to tear down the walls of the prison planet with the
Harmonic Grid. Now it is time to build up. However, we are not talking replacing one institution
with another. The key concept here is the kind of building up that involves transformation. If we
are to never again be treated as slaves, then we must take responsibility for ourselves to such
a degree that this transformation resonates with our entire world, forever changing our world as
we step into the Age of Light.
This is the time spoken of by Isaiah where we not only beat our personal swords into
plowshares but use those plowshares to furrow our war-torn earth so that the fruits of Wisdom
may rise up to feed us, release us, and transform us, thus ending our wars-within in a way that
will end all war. The angelic realms have invited us to join in Oneness with them to bring this
about by building the Angelic Grid. We are the bridge that unifies Heaven and Earth in this
eﬀort. May that unity transform our world.
From my heart to yours,
GW Hardin
PS: please spread the word

